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• Birth Unknown (1735/36 possibly illegitimate)

• Father was left 1 shilling by his father

• Grandfather’s estate passed to John to be divided with his uncle William

• Worked with William as a gunsmith

• Later apprenticed with his father as a clockmaker

• Traveled to the Hague in 1755/56 and learned to speak Dutch

• 1757 to 1762 Itinerant journeyman gunsmith and clockmaker

• 1762 repaired a repeating watch for William McGuire who set him up in 

business in London The Big Break at the age of 26

• 1764 presented ½ ¼ repeating ruby cylinder ring watch to George III

• 1769 moved to St. James Street and was a member of the Buckingham 

House Cabinet, George III’s circle of intellectual friends.

• Made a total of 301 pocket and fashion watches for the court

• 1771 moved to Adelphi Buildings, Strand and began serious work on 

chronometers

John Arnold



Did John Arnold Make This Verge? 
• There are four other documented examples of verge 

watches by John Arnold: 287, 288, 290 and 301.

• 287, 288 and 290 are in the British Museum

• Serial number 212 fits in the Arnold numbering scheme.

• There is no other known example numbered 212.

• Arnold and other artisan members of the Buckingham 
House Cabinet gathered regularly to entertain the King 
with new toys and amusements.

• Perhaps someone challenged Arnold to make a “Working 
Man’s Watch.”

• The verge escapement and gilt metal pair cases are atypical 
of Arnold’s work.

• Arnold would have made the watch prior to 1772 but it 
appears a bit later in style.



No. 212 Today



No. 212 As Found



The Bad Parts
• Bad case joint

• Bad dial joint

• Bad button

• Bad screws

• Broken Verge Staff

• Bad Potance

• Bad hands

• Dial damage

• Tarnished case

• Stop Lever



Making the Verge
English vs. French Verge Technique

Sketches by 

John Wayper



Making the Verge
Machining and Filing the Verge



Making the Verge

Colleted on the Balance



• The potance carries both the 

bottom hole for the verge and 

the inner hole for the crown 

wheel.

• Both had been badly repaired 

at an earlier date.

Potance Repair



• The bottom pivot of the verge is 
held in an adjustable dovetail 
slide.

• This replacement piece was 
adapted from a “parts” watch.

• The original dovetail is shown in 
the small inset.

Potance Repair



• The crown wheel pivot hole is not 

jeweled, but also had a clumsy 

previous repair.

• A substantial amount of excess soft 

solder needed to be cleaned up.

Potance Repair



Potance RepairFinal view of repaired potance in 

the watch. With dovetail and 

crown wheel pivot hole.



Relieving the Crown Wheel

• The proportions of the 
verge required more 
depth than the potance 
would allow.

• To avoid bumping or 
skipping, the crown 
wheel hub was relieved 
by a small amount to 
make the escapement 
safe.



Dial Plate Hinge
Another inappropriate use of 
solder was the old repair of the 
dial plate hinge.



Movement Stop Arm
The stop arm was broken 

and needed to be replaced.



Dial Repair

The dial had very slight damage 
at the 1:00 position.



Making a Cranked 

Center Hand

• Hour and minute hand are 

small “standard” hands.

• Center seconds has a raised 

“crank” portion to clear the 

setting arbor on the other 

hands.



Case Repairs

• The case hinge was distorted and the 
case would not close properly.

• The outer case latch had been “repaired” 
with a bent piece of metal.

• The release button was worn away.



The Finished 
Restoration



One of Arnold’s Better 

Known Watches

• Arnold Chronometer of 
the “Second Best Kind”

• Signed John Arnold & 
Son 367/668

• Case hallmarked 1789



Comparison of Verge 

and Chronometer

• Were they made in the 
same shop?

• By the same hands?

• 18 years apart?

• What do you think?
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Questions?


